Modern trams typically run along semi-exclusive right-of-way. Although tram lanes isolate trams from other traffic in the running sections, the operation process will be affected by signal control. To improve the service quality of trams and reduce the negative impact on intersections caused by bidirectional priority requests, we propose a timetable optimization method for a single two-way tram line based on active transit signal priority strategy. Combining with the characteristics of bidirectional signal priority strategy, trams can pass through the intersections without stopping by adjusting the running times and dwell times. A multiobjective optimization model of a tram timetable is established to minimize the total travel time, dwell time increment, and negative effect of the signal priority strategy. For obtaining a timetable with equal satisfaction for the three objectives, we adopt the fuzzy mathematical programming approach to transform the problems into mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problems, which can be solved by using standard solvers. The case study of Nanjing Qilin Tram Line 1 shows that the timetable optimization method designed in this paper can effectively improve the service efficiency of trams, and reduce the negative impact of the signal priority strategy on social vehicles. These empirical findings can give us some useful insights on the optimum design of tram timetable.
I. INTRODUCTION
The modern tram system is a medium to low-volume urban rail transit system. Modern trams have been widely adopted in small and medium-sized cities. These systems have the advantages of low construction cost, large passenger transport capacity, safety and comfort, low environmental impact, etc. Tramways can be used as the backbone of urban traffic, as well as the extension line of metro and other mass transit. In Europe, the United States, Australia and other countries and regions, approximately 500 systems are operating. By the end of 2017, more than a hundred cities and regions in China had planned to develop tram systems comprising more than 624 tram routes that span more than 11234 kilometers. The development and application of trams in China are increasing.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mohamed Elhoseny . The modern tram system has dual characteristics of road traffic and rail transit. In general, tram rights-of-way can be classified into three levels: exclusive, semi-exclusive and fully shared. The right level depends on various conditions. However, the semi-exclusive right-of-way is predominant. Trams with a semi-exclusive right-of-way are completely isolated from traffic and share road rights with social vehicles at intersections. Therefore, signal controls have become a key factor in limiting the efficiency of tram operations. To improve the operating efficiency of trams and reduce the number of stops, a transit signal priority (TSP) strategy is mainly used. As one of the components of the urban rail transit system, the metro-like mode of operation has been recognized by most operation managers in China, such as those at Shanghai Zhangjiang, Guangzhou Haizhu, Jiangsu Huaian, and Shenyang Hunnan. Metro modes of operation are based on timetables, which require punctual arrival and departure. Therefore, how to combine TSP control measures to design an efficient timetable has become a hot issue in tram research in recent years [1] - [3] .
With the rapid development of science, scientific and technological innovations, such as cooperative vehicle infrastructure systems, actuated traffic signal controls and automatic driving, have gradually entered people's lives. The rapid development of an automatic train operation (ATO) system provides technical support for precise control of section running time. Many studies show that the theory and practice of TSP are also applicable to trams [4] - [6] . As an important part of the operation and organization of urban rail transit, train timetables determine the arrival and departure times of trains at each station and define the train trajectory. The theory of urban rail transit timetables as being in a completely enclosed environment has matured, while theoretical research on timetables of trams with a semi-exclusive right-of-way is still in the initial stage.
Exclusive rail lanes and TSP strategies can improve the operational efficiency of modern trams. However, timetables and TSP are usually studied separately in the current literature. In recent years, some researchers proved that synchronous optimization of signal controls and timetables is highly significant in reducing traffic delay and improving the quality of tram service [1] - [3] . Compared with a passive priority strategy, an absolute TSP strategy can ensure that trams pass through intersections without stopping during the red phase, while an absolute TSP strategy may also increase the vehicle delays of nonpriority phases [7] .
While substantial effort has been made on the optimization of tram timetables with active TSP adjustments [2] , most current studies focus on one-way tram lines. However, this study aims to investigate multiple priorities for two-way tram lines, specifically with active TSP adjustments.
The contribution of this study is, thus, to develop a mixedinteger linear model to maximize the efficiency of tram operations and reduce the interference of TSP techniques with other vehicles. We present a cooperative optimization method of active TSP and tram timetables constructed from two-way rule-based priority control. The validity of the proposed model is verified by a simulation of a real-world tram line.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we summarize the current research on timetables and TSP and then clarify the applicability of trams.
A. TRAIN TIMETABLE
Compiling and optimizing train timetables are a classic problem in rail transit transportation organization. The train timetable is designed to ensure that transportation works without conflict by setting the arrival and departure time of each train at each station. Some scholars have proposed a method of train timetable compilation based on timespace diagrams. For example, Carey and Lockwood [8] proposed using traditional manual graphical methods to optimize timetables. Cacchiani et al. [9] built an integer linear programming model based on a discrete time-space diagram to maximize the benefits of operating enterprises and used different relaxation methods to compile and optimize timetables. Liebchen [10] developed the automatic compilation system of the Berlin metro timetable based on the graph theory model and the periodic event scheduling problem (PESP) model. In their approaches to optimizing rail transit timetables, most scholars have focused on travel time, delay, and equilibrium. To minimize train travel time and total passenger travel time, the cross-entropy algorithm is proposed by Kaspi and Raviv [11] . Considering various stochastic disturbances unfolding in a real-time dispatching environment, Khan and Zhou [12] proposed a stochastic optimization model for the robust double-track train-timetabling problem. The model aims to minimize total trip times and reduce expected schedule delays. Jamili et al. [13] addressed the periodic singletrack train scheduling problem by using the PESP model to minimize train delays. In addition, some scholars studied the timetable optimization problem from the perspective of passenger demand. Niu and Zhou [14] presented a binary integer programming model incorporated with passenger loading and departure events to optimize a passenger train timetable under oversaturated conditions. Sun et al. [15] proposed a concept of equivalent time to simplify the train operation process and constructed a demand-driven timetable optimization model.
B. RESEARCH ON TSP
At present, scholars in various countries have done fruitful research on TSP. TSP techniques use mainly a passive priority strategy or an active priority strategy [16] . A passive priority strategy is an offline control strategy that prioritizes public transport by adjusting the signal timing parameters [17] - [19] . Compared with passive priority control, active priority control is more flexible. Commonly used active priority strategies include early green, green extension and phase insertion [20] . Depending on the response condition of the active signal priority, active priority strategies can be categorized into unconditional and conditional strategies. In early studies of active signal priority control, most mass transit vehicles were given absolute priority [21] - [23] . Vincent et al. [22] found that a single priority strategy cannot significantly reduce bus delays, but in the case where multiple strategies were combined, the operational efficiency of public transport was greatly improved. Although absolute TSP action can reduce delays for public transport, it will also cause delays to vehicles during nonpriority phases. Therefore, some scholars have proposed conditional TSP strategies to reduce the negative impact on intersections. Dion and Hellinga [24] considered the impact of TSP on the number of vehicle stops, the number of stop delays and travel times at intersections and developed real-time traffic signal optimization software based on a model named Signal Priority Procedure for Optimization in Real-Time (SPPORT). Christofa and Skabardonis [25] proposed a TSP strategy that considered vehicle occupancy to reduce total vehicle delays at a single intersection.
Consoli et al. [26] considered the passenger occupancy of transit vehicles in granting priority and developed a personbased traffic-responsive signal control system with TSP that minimizes total person delay. The signal system of urban road networks is generally closely related, and the change of signal cycle time has greater impact on traffic networks with coordinated signal control. Some scholars proposed reducing the green times during nonpriority phases in exchange for priority time to avoid damaging the signal cycle caused by TSP. Zhou et al. [27] used Webster graphic method to give the maximum of signal priority time for fixed signal cycle length. In addition, some scholars considered the influence of TSP on the green wave bandwidth of arterial roads and proposed a conditional TSP strategy to achieve coordinated signal control [28] , [29] .
C. SUMMARY
Compared with the running process of other forms of rail transit systems, the tram running process is greatly affected by signal control and speed limits at intersections. The research on timetable design and TSP is relatively mature, but they are usually studied separately. To improve the applicability of trams in the urban traffic system, some scholars try to optimize the timetable and signal priority strategy simultaneously. In recent years, Jiang and Xu [1] proposed an optimization method for tram timetables based on passive signal priority conditions and aimed at improving the traveling speed of trams. Shi et al. [2] formulated a collaborative optimization model of one-way tram timetables and transit signal priority aimed at reducing travel time and the negative impact of intersections. Ji et al. [3] developed an optimization method for multiperiod tram timetables by simultaneously adjusting the trajectory and traffic signal timing parameters of two-way trams.
These studies provide a new idea for the optimization of tram timetables. Passive priority enables trams to cross intersections during the green phase by adjusting signal timing parameters, while active priority can make trams cross intersections during the red phase by providing the designated TSP strategies (green extension, red truncation, phase insertion, etc.). The characteristics of these two priority strategies differ. In this paper, we attempt to solve the tram timetable optimization problem under active TSP. Compared with the current method of optimizing tram timetables by using active priority strategies, we focus on accommodating bidirectional priority requests. For bidirectional signal priority control, a popular method is depicted as follows [20] , [39] :
(1) Extra priority time comes from other phases to ensure that the cycle length remains unchanged and coordinates with adjacent intersections. (2) To reduce the negative impact on intersections, there is only one type of TSP request during the same cycle. (3) To minimize traffic disruption of nonpriority-phase social vehicles, we also consider the green time compensation strategy for the nonpriority phase. Considering the above decision rules, we construct a timetable optimization model to improve the applicability of trams. Moreover, the optimization model can be applied to the preparation of the two-way tram timetable.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section III designs an optimization model for tram timetables. Section IV introduces a fuzzy multiobjective optimization algorithm to incorporate into the model. Section V presents a numerical evaluation of a tram line by using the proposed method. Section VI gives the basic conclusions of this paper and discusses the possibility of future research.
III. METHODOLOGY A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
This paper aims to solve the problem of timetable optimization when using a bidirectional active TSP strategy. Here, we applied the method of reducing the green times of nonpriority phases to increase the priority time [27] - [30] to ensure that the signal cycle remains unchanged.
TSP actions include green extension, early green (also called red truncation) and phase insertion. To minimize traffic disruption, only one type of TSP can be activated during the same cycle. This means that if two trams arrive simultaneously at the intersection during the red phase, their arrival times must satisfy the conditions of the same TSP action. As phase insertion is more destructive than green extension and early green, only one phase insertion can be activated during a signal cycle. The rules of TSP actions are as shown in Fig. 1 .
Without TSP, periodic signal changes at intersections force trams to stop at the stop line, thereby seriously reducing running efficiency. Therefore, to let trams cross intersections without stopping and, thereby, solve timetable optimization problems, these techniques are commonly used: adjusting signal timings, extending dwell times and controlling section running times. Fig. 2 (a)-(c) illustrates the impact of TSP on signal coordination. Fig. 2 (a) presents tram trajectories and vehicular bandwidths without TSP. In Fig. 2 (b) , when TSP with offsets is adopted, the signal cycle length changes, thus reducing the vehicle bandwidth and even making it difficult to obtain an effective bandwidth (the arrowed line with a red cross). Fig. 2 (c) shows that TSP with a fixed cycle length has not destroyed the vehicle bandwidth. As coordination control is important to ensure smooth urban transportation, TSP with a fixed cycle length has better coordination effect than TSP with offsets.
TSP with a fixed cycle length will certainly cause green time loss for nonpriority phases. When the traffic flows of nonpriority phases at intersections are large, green time compensation is an effective way to alleviate congestion [31] , [32] . The signal cycle that adopts green time compensation is not allowed active TSP actions. Fig. 3 compares a strategy using no green time compensation with a strategy using green time compensation. The starting time of the adjacent signal cycle moves forward under an early green action, while the starting time has not changed under the other two actions. Fig. 3 (b) shows that in the next cycle, due to the implementation of green time compensation, the end time of the tram phase will be advanced; this advancement may have a potential impact on vehicle bandwidth. However, the TSP strategy with no green time compensation would not destroy the green wave. Therefore, the TSP strategy without green compensation can be adopted for coordinated control intersections, while green time compensation has better applicability for TSP strategies for single intersections with larger traffic volume.
In addition to a bidirectional active TSP strategy, we also adopt the methods of adjusting section running times and extending dwell times at upstream stations to avoid trams' stopping at intersections. The potential benefits of adjusting tram trajectories and TSP simultaneously are shown in Fig. 4 
(a)-(b).
Two opposite trams pass through four stations and three intersections. Fig. 4 (a) presents the trajectories of two trams when only TSP actions are adjusted. To comply with the two-way TSP rules, tram 2 is forced to stop at intersection 2 during the red phase. Fig. 4 (b) shows that the activation times of TSP are reduced by adjusting section running times and extending dwell times. Fig. 4 (b) also shows the impact of synchronization optimization on travel time; the travel time of tram 1 increases, while that of tram 2 decreases.
B. ANNOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
In accordance with the topological relationship between the station and the intersection, the tram operation process is divided into several subsections, as shown in Fig. 5 . The trams, stations, intersections and running sections are numbered separately according to different directions.
1) ASSUMPTIONS
The main assumptions of current research methods are as follows:
Assumption 1: The original signal timing of each intersection is the best. Any TSP action will have a negative impact on intersections.
Assumption 2: Trams can be enabled to pass through the intersection without stopping by adjusting signal timings, extending dwell times and controlling section running times. The intersection delay is 0.
Assumption 3: The activation costs of intersections with different congestion levels should be different, and the relevant parameters should be calibrated with site-specific data. For simplicity, we assume that the negative effect of each adjustment for 1 s under the same TSP action (green extension, early green or phase insertion) is the same. The similar assumption can also be found in Shi [2] .
Assumption 4: The optimization method is proposed for a single two-way tram line, the organization of tram network operation is not considered.
2) ANNOTATION

Sets F
Direction of tram, F = {1, 2}; 1 is the ''up'' direction, and 2 is the ''down'' direction.
S f
Set of stations and intersections in direction f ,
Set of transit signal priorities, P = {ge, eg, pi; ge is the green extension strategy, eg is the early green strategy, and pi is the phase insertion strategy.
Indexes f
Index of directions, f ∈ F. s f Index of stations or intersections in direction f , 
The value is 1 if the trams i 1 and i 2 running from different directions arrive at the same intersection s 1 during the same signal cycle. 0, otherwise.
Two binary variables which are used to express the variable ε i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 . t p i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 Priority time at intersection s 1 when the same strategy is activated by tram i 1 and
A binary variable which is used to compare the priority time of trams at the same intersection.
Three binary variables which are used to express the TSP rules in two consecutive signal cycles. Variables are suitable for the situation that the tram in the down direction arrives at the intersection s 1 first.
Three binary variables which are used to express the TSP rules in two consecutive signal cycles. Variables are suitable for the situation that the tram in the up direction arrives at the intersection s 1 first. 
C. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
In this paper, we control the arrival times of trams at intersections by adjusting the dwell times and the running times of sections. This paper has three optimization objectives: travel time Z T , station-time increment Z W and TSP's activation cost Z P . The objective of optimizing travel time reflects the importance of service efficiency; the objective of optimizing the dwell-time increment reflects the negative effect of adjusting the dwell time on the psychological emotions of passengers; and the objective of optimizing the activation cost reflects the impact of tram signal priority on intersections.
D. CONSTRAINTS 1) CONSTRAINTS RELATED TO TIMETABLE a: SECTION OPERATION
A feasible range for the section running time can be expressed as follows:
Limited by the rules of bidirectional active TSP actions, trams may not activate TSP actions when they arrive at intersections. To ensure that trams can pass through the intersection without stopping, the approach of extending the dwell time at the upstream station is adopted. Here, we take the upstream stations that are adjacent to the intersections as the considered stations, the lower limit of the dwell time is the original planned dwell time, and the upper limit of the dwell-time increment is the red-light time at the intersection. The actual dwell time of the considered station needs to be satisfied as follows:
Since the dwell times of other stations are not changed, this condition can be expressed as (3) .
Besides the actual dwell times of stations, the non-stop operations at intersections are considered.
The cumulative running time is obtained by adding together the running times of sections and the dwell times of stations, as shown in (5) . Equation (6) expressed the arrival time of the tram at each station and intersection of the line. The headway constraint is described as (7) .
x
2) CONSTRAINTS RELATED TO TSP
In this study, we present a bidirectional active TSP strategy to optimize the tram timetable based on some rules. Some constraints should be formulated to ensure that the TSP rules are feasible. As previously mentioned (in Section III, Part A), the conditions of the TSP's action can be summarized as follows: the priority phase diverts green time from the nonpriority phases; only one type of TSP action can be activated in a signal cycle, and phase insertion can respond only once; and the TSP strategy can respond only once in two consecutive signal cycles.
(1) The priority phase diverts green time from the nonpriority phases
We use the time when the green light turns on at the first intersection in the up direction as the starting time of the given period. That means the offset at the first intersection is zero. As an example of the up direction, the illustration of offsets and signal cycle numbers are shown in Fig. 6 (a) . Detailed expressions of three TSP strategies (green extension, early green and phase insertion) are shown in Fig. 6 (b) .
1) Signal cycle number
The first complete signal cycle after the start of the timing is defined as number 1, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) . The signal cycle when the tram arrives can be numbered as (8) .
2) Arrival time in a signal cycle If the time when tram arrives at the intersection is x f ,i f ,s f , then the past time of the signal cycle is t ot f ,i f ,s f , as shown in Fig. 6 (b) . Then we have the following constraints:
3) Green extension If the tram arrives at the intersection during the red phase, and the value of the extension time is between 0 and the maximum extension time, then the green extension action will be activated. The response conditions and priority time of the green extension strategy are as shown in (10) and (11), respectively.
It should be noted that α 
A binary variable α eg f ,i f ,s f is applied in (12) . If the early green strategy is adopted, α eg f ,i f ,s f must be 1. When early green strategy is activated, the advance green time must satisfy the condition, t ot
5) Phase insertion
If the tram arrives at the intersection during the red phase, and t ot
f ,s f , the phase insertion action will be activated. The priority time of phase insertion t pi f ,s f is the time required for trams to cross intersections. The constraints of the phase insertion strategy are as shown in (14) and (15) .
Similar to the above approaches, α 
f ,s f . Similar to (10) , Equation (14) enforces that the values of the two binary variables cannot be taken as 1 at the same time. The phase insertion time can be obtained from (15) 
(2) Only one type of TSP strategy can be activated in a signal cycle, and phase insertion can respond only once. 1) TSP rules in a signal cycle If the tram running in the opposite direction arrives at the same intersection in response to the TSP strategy, and this means the signal cycle numbers of tram i 1 and tram i 2 must be the same, i.e., u b 1,i 1 ,s 1 = u b 2,i 2 ,s 2 , binary variables ε i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 and ε i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 must be 0.
Equation (16) enforces that the tram running in the opposite direction arrives at the same intersection during the same signal cycle. If u b 1,i 1 ,s 1 = u b 2,i 2 ,s 2 , ε i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 must be 1, then only one type of TSP action can be activated in this signal cycle, and the phase insertion strategy can respond only once. The constraints are expressed as (17) .
2) Priority time at the intersection Trams going in the opposite direction and arriving at the same intersection may simultaneously respond to the extension strategy or early green strategy. The priority time of the TSP strategy at the intersection is the larger value of the priority time required by the two trams, i.e., if u b 
Equation (18) and (19) enforce that when the arrival times of trams belong to different signal cycles, the priority time at the intersection is equal to the sum of the actual priority time obtained by the two trams, i.e., If u b 1,i 1 ,s 1 = u b 2,i 2 ,s 2 , then y A frequent response of the TSP will reduce the traffic efficiency of vehicles during other signal phases. To avoid intersection congestion, if the TSP strategy is activated in the previous signal cycle, the next signal cycle can no longer respond to the strategy. When the arrival times of two trams belong to two adjacent signal cycles, the tram that arrives later can pass only during the green light if a TSP action was activated in the previous signal cycle.
Here, we set up constraints according to the direction of the tram. If the tram arrives at the intersection from the down direction first, TSP rules in two consecutive signal cycles can be expressed as follows:
Likewise, if the tram in the up direction arrives at the intersection first, the constraints can be expressed as follows:
Since the modeling ideas of (21) and (22) are similar, we take (21) as an example for interpretation. If φ i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 = 0 and φ i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 = 0, from (21), we obtain u b 1,i 1 ,s 1 − u b 2,i 2 ,s 2 = 1, which means that the arrival times of two trams belong to two adjacent signal cycles and the tram in the up direction arrives at the intersection later. If TSP is activated in the previous signal cycle, φ i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 must be 0. If the values of φ i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 , φ i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 and φ i 1 ,i 2 ,s 1 are all 0, the tram which arrives later must cross the intersection during the green phase, t ot 1,i 1 ,s 1 < t g 1,s 1 − t gc 1,i 1 ,s 1 . It should be noted that green compensation needs to be formulated according to actual needs. t gc 1,i 1 ,s 1 and t gc 2,i 2 ,s 2 represent the green times that need to be compensated to the nonpriority phases. The green times that need to be compensated are t gc 1,i 1 ,s 1 = t pi 2,i 2 ,s 2 + t ge 2,i 2 ,s 2 + t eg 2,i 2 ,s 2 and t gc 2,i 2 ,s 2 = t pi 1,i 1 ,s 1 + t ge 1,i 1 ,s 1 + t eg 1,i 1 ,s 1 . If green compensation is not adopted, then t gc 1,i 1 ,s 1 = 0, t gc 2,i 2 ,s 2 = 0.
E. COMPREHENSIVE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
The optimization model constructed in this paper is a multiobjective mixed-integer linear programming model. Fuzzy mathematical programming is a common method of solving multiobjective optimization problems. The basic idea of fuzzy mathematical programming is to transform a multiobjective programming problem into an equivalent singleobjective programming problem. Each objective function in the original problem is assigned a fuzzy objective and described by a fuzzy set. The membership value represents the degree that decision makers can satisfy the corresponding objective, and the solution of the fuzzy multiobjective programming is defined as the intersection of all the fuzzy objectives.
Zimmermann [33] first proposed that a multiobjective programming problem be transformed into a single-objective fuzzy programming problem by using the max-min operator. Based on that study, Lai and Hwang [34] proposed the extended max-min approach based on the ''two-stage method'' proposed by Li [35] .
In this paper, we use a more general extended max-min operator to aggregate objectives Z T , Z W , and Z P . According to the single-objective optimization method, the maximum and minimum values of each objective can be calculated separately. The maximum value of total travel time is Z Tmax , and the minimum value is Z Tmin . The maximum value of the dwell-time increment is Z Wmax , and the minimum value is Z Wmin . The maximum value of TSP's negative impact cost is Z Pmax , and the minimum value is Z Pmin . Let χ be one value of Z T /Z W /Z P . Furthermore, the membership functions for fuzzy objectives µ T (χ), µ W (χ) and µ P (χ) are constructed as
The max-min approach is an effective method for solving multiobjective programming problems; this method has also been adopted by [36] and [37] to solve similar problems. Likewise, to obtain a timetable that has an equal satisfactory degree for all three objectives, we adopt the extended max-min operator to transform the problems into mixedinteger linear programming (MILP) problems. The singleobjective optimization model is developed as (27) .
The objective of comprehensive optimization is Z , where δ is the auxiliary variable representing the satisfactory degree of the objective (to be minimized), and λ is a smaller positive number. Fig. 7 . To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, 10 trams at 07:00 to 08:00 were selected to optimize the timetable. The number of trams in the up and down directions during the study period is 6 and 4, respectively. Equation (2) ∼ (4) in Section III illustrates the method for calculating dwell time. Here, we only extend the dwell times of the upstream stations that are adjacent to the intersections and do not change the dwell times at other stations. The departure times at the first station and planned dwell times at stations were provided by the operating company. Table 1 presents the departure times at the first station and the range for dwell times. To ascertain the range of section running time, we applied the traction calculation software to simulate the running process of a tram. The maximum cruise speed in the section sets is lower than 70 km/h, and the minimum cruise speed is higher than 25 km/h. Table 2 shows the range for section running times obtained by the simulation. Table 3 presents the timing parameters and offsets of the signal intersections obtained by investigation. The first seven intersections are coordinated intersections, and the last three intersections are isolated control intersections. Therefore, we adopted the green time compensation strategy for only the last three intersections.
V. CASE STUDY
The allowable deviation between headway and departure interval is 1.5min when designing the timetable. The values of other parameters are listed in Table 4 . It should be noted that the costs of TSP actions on traffic needs to be corrected according to the real traffic situation or calculated according to the traffic flow theory. The calculation of the costs of TSP actions on traffic needs is closely related to traffic flow and intersection saturation. To simplify the problem, we also set fixed penalties for TSP actions, and the values of parameters are taken from reference [2] . The values of maximum extended green time and maximum advance green time refer to reference [2] , [40] . Through simulation, the time for trams to cross the intersection is from 4 to 9s. A conservative value of phase insertion time could be 15s while the start loss time and clearance loss time of social vehicles are considered.
B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first analyze the problem size and the solving efficiency. Then, the performance of absolute TSP and rule-based TSP in time-saving mode is analyzed. Finally, the indicators of trams under different schemes are compared.
1) COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The timetable model constructed in this paper is a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model, which can be solved using standard solvers (e.g., CPLEX). The variables are composed of real variables, integer variables, and binary variables, and the size of each variable is determined by the size of its set. There are 10 trams, 13 stations, 10 intersections and 22 running sections in the case study. The problem complexity analysis is shown in Table 5 .
As shown in Table 5 , the optimization problem is a very large-scale linear programming problem and it has 2530 integer variables, 2900 binary variables, 1 real variable and about 13,000 constraints. Three objectives-Z Tmin , Z Wmin and Z Pmin -are proposed in this paper, and we applied the method of fuzzy mathematical programming to transform the three objectives into a comprehensive objective Z min . In this paper, all the experiments are implemented on a common notebook computer configured as Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7500U CPU, 2.70 GHz, 16 G memory, operating system win10, 64 bits. Table 6 summarizes the results and computational costs of these objectives simulated by CPLEX.
As shown in Table 6 , we found that CPLEX has high efficiency in solving these three subobjectives (i.e., Z Tmin , Z Wmin and Z Pmin ). The computational times of these three objectives are 94.3s, 91.5s and 92.2s, respectively. However, compared with other objectives, CPLEX spends more time in solving comprehensive objectives.
2) COMPARISON OF PRIORITY STRATEGIES
As mentioned above (see Section III for constraints related to TSP), we propose a rule-based TSP strategy. To effectively analyze the influence of TSP on timetable optimization, we designed an absolute signal priority strategy by deleting some constraints (i.e., (16) ∼ (22)). TSP actions activate more frequently in time-saving mode. To clarify the impacts of two priority strategies on auto traffic under bidirectional conditions, the operation indicators in time-saving mode (i.e., the objective is Z Tmin ) are used for comparison. Table 7 presents the comparison of indices under absolute TSP and rule-based TSP.
As shown in Table 7 , compared with the absolute TSP strategy, the travel time under the rule-based TSP strategy increased by 3.67%. However, the negative impact of intersections under the rule-based TSP strategy is lower than that under the absolute TSP. The negative cost of signal priority was reduced by 9.84%. The number of responses and the priority time required by the tram were also reduced by 10.94 % and 9.70%, respectively.
Combining the optimization results of the two strategies shows that under the rule-based TSP proposed in this paper, the negative cost of other vehicles at intersections can be reduced by properly adjusting the section running time and extending the dwell time of trams.
3) COMPARISON OF OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
According to the optimization objectives proposed in this paper, three comparison schemes are used to compare the optimization effects of the comprehensive objectives. Scheme 1 takes the minimum travel time Z Tmin as the optimization objective, Scheme 2 takes the minimum dwelltime increment Z Wmin as the optimization objective, and Scheme 3 takes the minimum signal priority negative cost Z Pmin as the optimization objective. Scheme 4 is the designed scheme and takes the comprehensive objective Z min as the optimization objective. The results of the test schemes, which are based on the model and algorithm mentioned above, are shown in Table 8 .
As shown in Table 8 , the minimum total travel time is 12156 s, the minimum dwell-time increment is 0 s, and the minimum negative cost of signal priority is 120. When λ is 0.05 (the value of λ is taken from reference [36] ), Z min = 0.1085, and δ = 0.1049. Compared with the actual operation of the tram line, the total travel time of Scheme 4 is reduced by 3078 s, which is 19.0% lower, and the line's operation efficiency is significantly improved. According to the results of comprehensive objective optimization, although the subobjectives of Scheme 4 are not better than the optimal objective values of each subobjective, the scheme can better balance the conflicts among the objectives and improve the overall performance of the timetable. The tram timetable under the integrated objectives is shown in Fig. 8 .
To ensure that trams pass through intersections without stopping, a rule-based TSP is integrated into the model.
As seen from Fig. 9 (a) , the TSP activated many times: the green extension strategy activated 10 times, the early green strategy activated 11 times, and the phase insertion strategy activated 7 times. A comparison of TSP strategies for different schemes is shown in Fig. 9 . Except for Scheme 3, the activation number of TSP actions in Scheme 4 is lower than that in the other schemes. Likewise, Scheme 4 also has advantages with respect to priority time. From this analysis, we conclude that the designed Scheme 4 can effectively reduce the negative impact on intersections.
As mentioned above (see Section III, Part A), green time compensation may have a potential impact on vehicle bandwidth, but it is effective to alleviate congestion for single intersections with larger traffic volume. In the actual case, only the three intersections BB, BM and TB (see Fig.7 ) do not adopt coordinated control, and the traffic flow is large, so we choose these three intersections for green time compensation. We can see from Fig.8 that the signal priority strategy activates 16 times in the last three intersections. However, the green time compensation strategy compensates 46 s for the non-priority phases. Therefore, in this case, we find that it is helpful to adopt the green time compensation strategy, but the actual impact on traffic flow at intersections needs to be further proved by traffic simulation.
VI. CONCLUSION
Trams belong to the urban rail transit system, and the timetable is an important plan for the organization of urban rail transportation. To solve the problems of low service quality and less consideration of the negative impacts of TSP on intersections, we proposed an optimal method to design a two-way tram timetable under a rule-based active TSP. Through the approaches of fuzzy mathematical programming, a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model is constructed to minimize the total travel time, dwell time increment, and the negative impacts on intersections. Taking Nanjing Qilin Tram Line 1 as an example, the results show that the optimization method can effectively reduce travel time and better balance the traffic benefits between social vehicles and trams. This paper presents a preliminary theoretical analysis and evaluation of the model, but the model simplifies the impacts of TSP actions on other traffic. To be better applied in the real-world tram lines, the method to measure such an effect of signal timing adjustments in the model needs to be further explored. In addition, the tram operation process is greatly affected by external factors. Robust optimization and real-time adjustment of the timetable are the key and difficult points for further research.
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